These representations are made by Seller as part of its response to the Boeing solicitation identified as ________________

1. This order will involve parts which Seller produces
   - [ ] As standard parts conforming to established U.S. industry or U.S. specifications
   - [ ] As reconditioned parts produced by an FAA (or equivalent authority) approved Repair Station
   - [ ] Under an FAA Technical Standard Order (TSO)
   - [ ] Under a valid FAA Parts Manufacturer Approval
     - PMA is for what certificated aircraft? ________________________________
   - [ ] Under a valid foreign PMA-equivalent authority
     - Authority is for what certificated aircraft? ________________________________
     - Authority is from what country? ________________________________
     - The United States has a bilateral agreement with the country issuing the authority. Circle the correct response.  
       Yes  No  Do Not Know

2. This order will involve parts for which Seller will obtain aftermarket sales authority as follows:
   - [ ] As standard parts conforming to established U.S. industry or U.S. specifications
   - [ ] As reconditioned parts produced by an FAA (or equivalent authority) approved Repair Station
   - [ ] An FAA Technical Standard Order (TSO)
   - [ ] A valid FAA Parts Manufacturer Approval
     - PMA will be for Boeing certificated aircraft
   - [ ] A valid foreign PMA-equivalent authority
     - PMA will be for Boeing certificated aircraft
     - Authority will be from what country? ________________________________
     - The United States has a bilateral agreement with the country issuing the authority. Circle the correct response.  
       Yes  No  Do Not Know

Boeing will rely upon the truth of the above representations in selecting Seller for award.

Date ________________  Seller ________________________________

By ________________________________

Printed Name ________________________________